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Bernice Brooks Tompkins, 69,
history,
S professor emeritus of
at Oak Hill
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,to.e of San Jose, was a mornyears.
r of the faculty for 35
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IBM Frustration

No. 68

18,227 Enroll for Classes

RE eivTl,,ł511
Rehrommf
norm?

Reg fees Due
Next Monday

Back to the Books

The worst is over, but the rest
is yet to come!
No more long lines winding
’round ’n around, but after linos
in the book store wane to just a
few people, only one line remains.
Next week students will again
follow the green arrows tionotirr4
registration to turn in paekets and
pay fees in the PER latildite4
Packet turn -in stall,: Miini1;0.,
Feb. 17, and continues thiough
Wednesday. ’rites are 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. and 5 o’clock to it p.m.
Exceptions are students with
night classes meeting only on
Wednesday or Thursday. They may
turn in registration materials
those evenings from 5 to 8 p.m.
A late turn -in fee will be
charged after 4 p.m. Wednesday.

Class
Openings
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Spring
Sign-up
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ii
Enrollment will lie higher when
the late registration count is in.
Registration seemed to go a
little more smoothly this semester.
I A large group of seniors, letter groups "A" to "K." picked up
their packets with pre-registering
s I ud ents Wednesday afternoon,
I.drly
morning lines
Thinr
iel Friday.
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is It contrast to the sudden

A list of -open" classes will he
posted outside every department
FILL ’EM OUTSue Stanley, junior from Santa Ana, went ,office beginning this morning, the
h.st day of classes. Dr. John W.
through registration lines, filled out nearly a dozen cardsbut
Gilbangh, Dean of the College, has
had one minor problem. All pens ran out of ink. Like many stuimnounced. This will he done for
dents, Sue is glad reg is over and now looks forward to another
the students’ convenience an.1 the
k
no
The spring 11’0,11
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Although this semester’s regisregistration activity has cleared.
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A Landmark Survives
Tower Hall Saved
AFTER MONTHS of delay, the Board of Trustees
of the California State Colleges reached a verdict
anti San Jose State came out the winnerTower
Hall anti Morris Daily Auditorium, closed since last
April. were saved.
Although Tower Hall’s two adjacent classroom and
office wings will be demolished, we like the decision.
For the open area will be landscaped and Tower Hall
and its accompanying auditorium will be renovated and
continue to link SJS’ past with the present. To account
for the classroom space that will be lost by the destruction of the wings. which once housed 1,100 students,
the Finance Department backed a decision made by the
State College Campus Planning. Building and Grounds
Committee to purchase 4.36 acres of land behind the
Health and Art buildings for $1.2 million for another
classroom building.
Although the entire complex was not saved, the
Board’s decision is a fair one. The picturesque, ivycovered Tower. built in 1910. is a symbol of San Jose
State. Anti. as one alumni member says, "It adds a touch
of class to a campus that otherwise might. in the future,
appear to be another modernistic factory for turning
out computers."
Tower Hall has a warmth and beauty that is missing in other buildings on campus. It is the one building
that most alumni think of when they discuss their alma
mater.
The decision to renovate Morris Daily is also a fine
one. Concert Hall is usually too small and Civic Auditorium is just too big for campus activities.
Where to place the students that were housed in
the classroom wings of the Tower was the big question
that delayed any action on the complex.
When the building was closed because it was an
earthquake risk, tile Legislature gave the State Finance
Department $762.000 to do whatever could be done
about the 54-year-old structure.
The Finance Department decided to tear it down
and put up a new classroom building on the site. And
here’s when things started popping.
The Alumni Association, students, student leaders
and the administration were proud of their landmark,
and wanted to save it from the wrecker. With this desire,
a huge campaign drive to save Tower Hall was put into
motion.
More than 3.000 students signed a telegram to Gov.
Edmund G. Brown and several chief legislators. College
Pres. John T. Wahlquist. ASB Pres. Steve Larson and
several other student body officers and administration
members. made oral and verbal pleas to Board memhers anti legislators to save Tower Hall.
But perhaps the strongest effort was put forth by
the Alumni k-sn. under President William Eckert and
Executive Director Richard Buxton. The group worked
hard to get support from local legislators, SJS alumni
and other influential persons.
Spartan Daily tips its hat to all of these groups for
a job well done. Without their efforts. SJS might have
been without a landmark today.
But. most of all, we thank the Board of Trustees for
its decision. R. R.

by
STEVE ACOSTA
Feature Editor

THRLEST AND
PARRY

Today’s Moral Crisis

Barry Attacks
Daily, Rubacher

RICHARD REEB

Editor:

Private Property Under Attack
THE RIGHT to own and hold property is one of the most
precious of all human rights. It forms the basis of capitalism and
what is called "the American Way of Life." Its inviolability is
sanctioned by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights and the constitutions of the 50 state governments. Americans fundamentally
hold that governments are instituted among men for the purpose
of protecting this right.
Yet the federal government now proposes to strike at the very
heart of property rights with one of the most sweeping and comprehensive pieces of legislation ever proposed. The Kennedy

now

Johnson) Administration has submitted a seven-part "civil rights"
bill to Congress for its approval.
WHAT I AM concerned with in this column is Title II -public
accommodations. I shall discuss the other sections of this legislative monstrosity in subsequent columns.
Here are the substantive portions of the public accommodations
section of the bill:
"Sec. 202. fat All persons shall be entitled, without discrimination or segregation on account of race, color, religion or national
origin, to the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages and accommodations of the following
public establishments:

Seventh Street Faces
Another Blockade
Before the fall semester came to a close, the San
Jose City Council voted to keep Seventh Street "temporarily closed" until the end of the spring semester.
The welcome news means another semester of a campus
free from noise, traffic and confusion between classes.
However, last week. the San Jose Planning Commission possibly blocked what could be a permanent
solution to the problem by recommending to City Council that Seventh Street remain open for further study.
In one way. we’re back where we started. The
street is still "temporarily closed" but a permanent solution is far in the future.
When the Commission’s recommendation readies
City Council. we hope councilmen will remember not
only the eity’s needs. hut the important need for a more
unified San Jose State College campus. R. B.

A Student’s Worth
Book-tores are jammed. professors are handing out
green sheets. entering students are asking questions.
Yes. another semester has begun.
For some, the semester is the first; for others, it is
the final stretch. Either way. the span of 18 weeks ahead
will play an important part in the future and success of
ttttt re than 18.000 students enrolled at San Jose State
this semester. 1 semester’s work is a %kid part of a broad,
liberal education w !licit is so much a necessity in today’s
world.
The California State College system realizes this
necessity and spends nearly $170 million on higher
learning each year. According to Governor Edmund G.
Brown’s recent budget message to the Legislature, the
State spends $1.100 a year for the education of a state
college student.
Therefore. California will have spent approximately
$20 million this year to educate SJS’ enrollment. We
think we’ve got a student hotly worth the investment.
Good luck and best wishes for a successful semester.
H. B.

"Every hotel, every motel:
"Every other public place engaged in furnishing lodging to
transient guests, including guests from other states traveling in
interstate commerce;
"Every motion picture house, every theater, every sports
arena, every stadium, every exhibition hall;
"Every other public place of amusement or entertainment
which customarily presents motion pictures, performing groups,
athletic teams, exhibitions or other sources of entertainment which
move in interstate commerce; and
"Every retail shop, every department store, every market,
every drugstore, every gasoline station: and
Every other public place which keeps goods for sale; every
restaurant, every lunchroom, every lunch counter, every soda fountain, and every other public place engaged in selling food for consumption on the premises; and
"Every other establishment where goods. serflees.
privileges, advantages, or accommodations are held out to the public for sale, use, rent, or hire.
The provisions of Section 202 are to apply to such establishments "if"
"( I) The goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations offered by any such place or establishment are
provided to a substantial degree to interstate travelers or 12) a
substant,a1 portion of any goods held out to the public by any such
place or establishment for sale, use, rent, or hire has moved in
interstate commerce
LITTLE COMMENT is necessary on the all -encompassing
nature of the public accommodations section. What is equally significant is that the proprietors of every establishment in the entire
United Stales that does business with the public will he FORCED
to serve any and all persons. This is the very antithesis of private
property. The owner of any piece of private property, whether he
owns a hot dog stand, a department store, or General Motors is
free to do business with anyone he chooses.
I do not propose here to defend racial discrimination, any more
than an honest, sincere liberal would defend communism, merely
because he supports the right of it Communist to speak. Every citizen has a right to be capricious, arbitrary, prejudiced, biased, opinionated, and unreasonable in his relations with other people. Ile
may he unwise --hut he has a right to be.
But suppose the public accommodations section is passed. How
will it be enforced? The attorney general would be required to
Investigate complaints of denial of service. Persistent acts of discrimination walk! be prohibited by federal injunctions, obtained in
the name of the United States. Any person who attempted to interfere with the decision would he subject to individual injunction.
And at the end of every such proceeding lies the threat of fine or
imprisonment for contempt of court.
There would he no jury trials. The burden of proof would lie
with the defendant, that, is, the proprietor of an establishment. He
would have to prove that he did NOT discriminate against the
plaintIf. And that is something entirely alien to hundreds of years
of Anglo-American jurisprudence.

In your January 13 issue you
printed a letter from Richard
Rubacher, co-editor of the Campus Voice, on the housing strike
I’ve helped to organize in San
Francisco. His letter was a "reaction" to
January 9 article on the strike and myself.
Both the letter and your article
contain a number of misleading
inferences and untruths.
Principal among these is your
statement that I am co-editor
of the Campus Voice and Ruhacher’s claim that I am a "pea pod interviewer for Campus
Voice." I am neither; at the
present time I am thinking of
suing Rubacher for libelously
describing me in such a manner
in his publication and yours
without my permission. Apparently his letter was designed to
get some free publicity in your
paper for his slick magazine;
sadly you failed to see through
his effort or maybe you didn’t
The truth is that the San
Francisco lloii’.ivag Strike has no
c
connection with the Campus
Voice or any other organization.
Rubacher says that I am "dishonoring a legitimate rent -strike
movement."
He refers to the
Harlem, New York rent striker.
Neither I nor the S. F. strike
have ever said we are connected
with the Harlem strike and
furthermore ipir goo Is and policies, openly esor,,,,d in both
strikes, are entireh, different.
We in San Francisco are primarily objecting against the replacement of our beautiful architecturally eccentric pseudo Victorian mansion by a high rent
skyscraper barracks. The Harlem strike is a refusal to pay
rent until housing violations and
substandard conditions are corrected. Rirbacher’s comparison
is as inane as criticism of the
Spartan Daily for not printing
academic and intellectual thegimes as academic quarterlies do.
His letter also implied that the
strike building was not a slum
building. If he 000ld take the
tittle to rese,,rch his opinions, he
would hake hoind that the strike
huildim; i: a
f Holly condemned
slum buildur; with 29 violations
of San Fr:111(.1,0 I fealth and
C,sles on
Respectliilly Now,.
Ernie Harry, Secretary
S. F. Housing Strike

Today’s Quote
"Without violating any secrecy
imposed upon me, I can say we
are in a stroll..., position (nir deluo ,r1,10
fense is
I

111.1ril.

Under Pre-Jiliiiit Johnson, it viill
tie evrn sti wrier,"
H011,4".
MeCoi-mark

f-ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

A wicked witch has cast an evil spell over the students of
SJS
The spell must have turned all Spartans into ogres, undesira
ble.
afrmort mlivalynbge utnhedewr ichkredidgeosid.
creaotunretshefit
onIN
other
witch didn’t
acluall
cast a spell on the students. Perhaps she turned those who have
apartments to rent into greedy Simon Legrees, out to take
att.
vantage of the college student in need of a place to
You see, there is a problem facing students who wish to live
near campus. The problem is money. Apartment owners ask inuch
for a convenient location.
Prior to the beginning of each semester, students search for
a
place to live. Many begin this tedious search long before the start
of the semester. But, in most cases, no matter how early an Van.
ment is sought, students run into the same problem.
It seems a student attending college at SJS must have quite
a bankroll in order to find an apartment near the campus. Anyone
who has looked for one can quote you the high price being asked
An example of what one may receive for the token price of
$200 per month: two-bedroom apartment some three blocks from
campus, equipped with all-electric kitchen, wall-to-wall carpeting,
one couch and matching chair constructed of metal tutting, and a
kitchen table complete with form -fitting plastic chairs. Oh, yes
don’t live on the bottom floor. You see, the heaters don’t have
fan so it can get pretty cold, and besides, you can hear every move
the guy upstairs makes.
This example is admittedly one of the higher-priced apartments
around the campus, but it Is indicative of the low iitrility living
quarters to be found at Beverly Hills prices. A $20n ap,igtment in
most any city would be considered "extra special." For rhar matter
an apartment renting for $125 per month would be considered "one
of the finer places in which to live."
But those who have places to rent around the "al-mills sePM
to realize that they have cornered a market that is
at their prices, if they want to live anywhere near the ead,;,
Some students finally decide that they have hail enoligh. and
attempt to move away from the campus area. But Many times
the wicked witch is way ahead of them and when the students
arrive, they find that the welcome mat has been x%ithdrawn and
in its place, "Sorry, we don’t rent to college Ogres - I mean
students."
There are some, however, that will accept ogres And here it
is found that the prices are much lower, although some students
must travel three or four miles to get to campus.
The pattern has been set. Prices near the campus are high, and
the students, thus far, are forced to pay for the location.
The wicked witch has done her share. Can Wi blame
apartment owner? After all, he’s only out to make a buck. A hu,k
made at the expense of the student who has no choice. Either isv
or move away from campus far away.
What can be done? Who knows. Maybe a good fairy will con,
along and break the evil spell cast by the wicked witch.
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Winter Olympics
(Photos by Dave Depew)
hy is the LS.

doing so poorly in

the II inter Invnitte ’

JOHN HENRY, senior, porn:dein:
U1,,t
,11 ,hoy

’The reason they aren’t (loin,:
the U. S. doesn’t have the
do in Europe. However, there at.
Olympics from the U. S. Inho
in Europe, and they are the ,in,
winning medals."
WAYNE
trial arts:

HARRISON,

sophomore,

indus-

"I think it’s pretty poor, the way we are
really getting run over by Russia. The reason
might he because the Russian government
supports its team financially."
KATHY TUCKER, junior,
"Because training is some)
be done in extra time in the l". sian team is supported by the
and they work on the Olympic.,
around. Money is used for that r,
Russia, and it is the athlet’s main i
THOMAS JANART, senior, pre-dental:
"The main reason is that in most European
countries, the Olympic teams get more practice. Russia, for example, trains its team year
in and year out. The only way our fellows get
to the Olympics is through individual contributions. I thinls it’s unfair."

KATHY AGEE, freshman, allocation:
and
"Because they don’t train early enough
don’t have the facilities in the Amount that
t". S:
Russia has. Also the money from th,
has to be donated because of our

TOM BAUER,

junior, aecounung:

-I honestly didn’t know they were doing
poorly. But I think the U. S. amateur athletic
program is not stressed RS greatly as it is In
other countries. The quality isn’t played up
enough."

-*.-
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A SORORITY INVITATION TO RUSH

Iv. February ’1()

SPARTAN DAILTS

1964

Fraternity Rush Begins
ii

by
judie block
society editor
Punch and Judy have taken on is new per,onality. They are no
longer a pair of bickering puppets but the punch is in your glass
and Judie is your new society editor.
When these two are combined they will I Plate the social life
of the students at SJS. It has been said that the students of today
are much more active in school affairs and social functions than
any other time, It is hoped lay the Wri iv that the SJS students min
keep this up. This can be done by just showing interest.
A new semester lies awaiting before us and v.:e look at it Ivith
curious expectations. What will happen? This (pies:Gin of course
is impossible to answer specifically, but we can SIWMISC. Many
young aggressive females will trap their muck’s in a Sadie Hawkins
lashion since this is a leap year; the Iraternities and sororities will
pledge a host of new members; basketball will he the major sport:
many students will be off to Spartacamp; sun tans will be in view
after spring vacation; voices will combine to be heard in Sparta
Sings; April showers will bring May flowers; and June will bring
gloom with finals.
But, back to the present ...
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EPSILON
Sigma Phi Epsilon initiated 21 members into the brotherhood
last Wednesday at the Sig Ep house. The Sig Eris had the largest
number of new initiates among the fraternities. The new initiates
are: Jack Stanley Smith, who was voted outstanding pledge, Clark
Edward Heinrich, Keith Richard Compton, Bill Earl Griebenow,
Bill Alexander Nicholati. Don Richard Phares, John Bernard
Graeser, Steve William Betts, Jack Richard Squires, Jerry Bruce
Timber, Craig Joseph Pace, Larry Colton Levy, Thomas Allen Campbell, Robert North Jackson, Dennis Michael Addiego, William
Pardee Clark, Dennis Gordon Edlund, Gary Kenton Flynn. John
Michael Lefler, Robert Carl Thorwp, and Nash Pilchard Jost.
Wednesday night the Sig Eps gatheiral co Garden t’ity Hofbrait
for the initiation banquet and ’,resent:won Ilf pal11111, by: the new
initiates to their big brothers.
New Sigma Phi Epsilon officers for 1964 are: Itrbard Corby,
president: Dan Aynesworth, vice president; Tom Kearns, recorder;
Paul Kanter, secretary; Steve !fall, controller; and Scott Phelps,
assistant controller.
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Announcing formal spring
RUSH
which will be held Feb. 22 to
I. to r., Carole Peloquin, Alpha
Omicron Pi, junior marketing major; Carol Insociology major;
galls, Gamma Phi Beta, junior

SPRING
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March 2, are,

th, and
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an and
I mean

Spring Rush Changed To Formal

here it
tudents
Zn, and
me the
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ier pay

and Marilyn Perkins, Gamma Phi Beta, sophomore nursing major. A pre -rush tea is scheduled
for Wednesday, Feb. 12, from 2:30-4:30 p.m.
in Cafeteria rooms A and B.

Phone 295-9487

II come

SAN JOSE
BURGER HOUSE
388 E.

Santa Clara St.

Formal spring sorority rush
will begin Feb. 22 and will continue until March 2. A pre -rush
tea will he held Wednesday Feb.
12 from 2 ::10 to .1:30 in Cafeteria
rooms A and It. Coeds are encouraged to come and it is camp:is dress.

deadline for signups is Feb. 14.
This is the first semester that
rushing formally was done in the
spring. It was changed because
informal rushing took too long.
Three coeds at a time usually
would come to each house for
either lunch or dinner.

Women from each sorority will
I odel in a fashion show which
will he one of the highlights of
the tea.

The process of rushing will
now none at a more rapid pace
and more girls will be able to
sign up. The freshman who are
new students will also hime a
chance to see all of the sorority
houses instead of just a few as
was done in the past.

:al four parties
.:
dt of the rush
I
o
program, At the last party. Cuwill make their preference
r: which sorority they prefer.
no,
women may
,,lip
212 or at the tea and

The whole process of the
change took three years but this
semester it is finally (imam/c d.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Results of a recent election were Bob Schenone, president; Al
Duncan, vice president: Bill Hickey, secretary; and Dave Mettler,
sergeant -at -arms.
Honored at a recent scholarship dinner were Jim Carr vvith the
highest grade point for the actives, Dave Mettler with the highest
grade point for the pledges, and Larry Sc IL
was awairled the
trophy as the outstanding act iye for 1963.
DORM Nit:121’S
Royce Hall started off their social season with an exchange
dance with Allen Hall last night.
Allen Hall has tonight 50 tickets to the Dodger -Giants game on
May 9. They are also planning a grub dance, working on their
Spring Formal, and preparing for an exchange with Mills College,

and it will cote
.

Feb
the men

lb. At

will

ntaLe
I heti. !alai selection of which fraternity they wish tic join
According to Bill Holley, Interfraternity Council president. the
’,Primtt rush is usually half as
large as the fall rushing. Approximately 350 men pledge in the
fall semester.
The rushing is divided in half
during the spring semester. Satcii ’lay and Sunday the fraternities held open house. There wa,
also a rush meeting Saturday
during which the to,hees heatil

d speakers. Smokers will
held tonight and 10MOITOW
wilt when the rushee, will Listen to comistred fraternity pne
grams. Wednesday and Thursday
nights dinners will be held at
local dining establishments By
this time the rushers have been
eliminating
the
fraternities
which don’t interest them. Ott
Friday and Saturday nights
formal dances will be held. From
3 a.m. Sunday to 3 p.m. the fraternities will have nothing to do
with the rushees. At 3 p.m. the
rtishees will then pick up their
bids and make the final choice
themselves of which fraternity
they want to Join.

The Match Box
PINNI s.t.
isrendu
soptiorranc sociology- major
from San Jose to Terry D., thinan, Ttutta Chi. senior philosophy major from Ukiah.
E:st. vt.t.MENTS
Catherine Mary Mori.,
,tr business major horn Santa Barbara, to Bradford DaPont, aottur psychology major from Aptos.
They have selected a June wedding.
Nancy Niehoisen, Delta Gamma, sophomore from Sherman Oaks,
to Jim Oats. Alpha Tau Omega, junior psychology major also from
Sherman Oaks. They plan an August wrolding
Dennine 1111bish, Delta Gamma, SJS elementary education
._;raduate from Alameda, to Mike Prado, Delta Upsilon, senior at.
Uniersity of California. They hae planned a July 18 wedding.
Joan Lark*, Delta Gamma, senior elementary education major
from Garden Grove, to Turn. Flitter, senior history major at the
University of California, Davis. .11,t, front Garden Grove. They will
exchange vows in August.
Judith Hap..., Alpha Phi. junior education major from Menlo
Park, to Roger Patterson, Alpha Tau Omega, SJS June 1963 political science graduate now attending Stanford University from
Atherton. No official date has been set for their wedding.
MARRIAGE
Sandra L. Munday. junior elementary education major from
San Jose exchanged vows with Jon K. Harris Jr., SJS grado.c..
student from Huntington Park. Thee ..iIding was Dec. 7

MEN’S

Hair Styling
RAZOR CUTS

phone

297-7155

by appointment only

SIGMA CHI
The new officers elected at the last chapter meeting are Chuck
Grebmeier, president; Paul Want, vice president; Ron Lewis. secretary and Ron Rossi. pholge trainer.
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OFF REGULAR PRICE

USED BOOKS
NEW BOOKS
ART & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
REFUND POLICY
FULL REFUND WITH
RECEIPTS DURING FIRST
TWO WEEKS AT
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STORE HOURS
FIRST WEEK
OF SCHOOL
7:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M.
ALL DAY SATURDAY

STORE
BOOK
CALIFORNIA
134 EAST SAN FERNANDO
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
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Not Folksingers
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CHAD MITCHELL TRIOThis folksinging group which prefers to
be called minstrels performed at the San Jose Civic Auditorium
on Jan. 29. The members of the group are Chad Mitchell, Mike
Kobluk and Joe Frazier.
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3 pairs of slacks,
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any in our stock
priced 22.50
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LOST FOR THE SEASON? -Harry Edwards, star SJS center,
was removed from Thursday’s game with USF when he began
bleeding from the mouth. Edwards trouble was tentatively diagnosed as an ulcer, and the senior may be lost for the year.
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VISIT OUR LARIAT ROOM

We’ll serve you
a sizzling -good,
Char -Broiled
Steak for only
$1.25

able you to see the opposition clearly. So, come in
today and let us fit you in
contact lenses.

(with green salad,
bread & butter)

Alake Big Strides
in reading and
comprehension

The (A’ ’mail Lelis Center

Coll CH 8-7674

123 South 3rd St., San Jose

1/5 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

AL’S &
EARL’S
38 S. 3rd

Short Sleeve Sport Shirts 2
Vests
Less
Suits & Sport Coats
Less
Slacks
Long Sleeve Sweaters
Short Sleeve Sweaters
Alpaca

for 2.88
1.00
than 1/2
than 1/2
5.88
4.88
1/2 OFF

All Sales Final
Dresses 8.25

FREE
PARK!
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All
All
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All
All
All
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ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA
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Spartan Thinclads Reap Indoor
Laurels Over Semester Break
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Football Meeting
MI important %amity football
rneeting still be held Wednesday
at 4 p.m. in the ’Smith f’amplis
lecture

room.
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Play 18 holes of golf in 21/2
hours on Northern California’s only all green 18
hole course 61 par.
Weekday
student green fees
$1.25
Lessons By

Look For
Our Sign

A player oho rdiy he another
Jerry Colletto is also in the fold.
Ray Burt, 5-7, 160. iiseiatotil ttse
yards per carry and nes er alisred
a game while at (*Maley.
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GOLF COURSE &
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251-1143
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4:03.6 at Stanford in 1962. Ben
ran a 4:05.4 two weeks ago at
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Track Meeting
meet for all aevity and freshman
Hock members. as well a. maners. tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
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time
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Sign up at Placement Center
Administration Bldg.

HELP!

ace,

shown winning his specialty in

SENIORS

Room 234

mile

HOT DOGS
10’

Ben

GOAL

FOUR -MINUTE

Tee Smith

personal attention
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PGA Professional

5 minutes from Civic Center
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McKee Road Overpets
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HELP!

Coupon
present this coupon

and Save $3.00
on month course
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$39.1i

Son Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.

10 SF

CALL 295-9910

HELP!

WE’RE BUSTING AT Tilk SEAMS!!
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SAVE 25% ON USED TEXTS
Used Books Galore

Full refund on used and
unblemished new Books
with receipt.
First two weeks of class.
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Open nights
9
All day Saturday
Plenty of free parking
6135(

Stanford, SFS Bow
To SJS Gymnasts
SOLWAY
Ity BILL
got
sjs gymnastics team
habit for the first
die winning
a
season as they swept
over the week .1 dual meets
State and
:Hai San Francisco
Chew
ode Spartan Rich
I 1 places in the
mi seV

Judo Team
Earns 57-37
in Over Cal
Uchida’s Spartan
coach yosh
into acsquad rounded back
layoff Satafter the semester
University
ay by thumping the
Jose.
California 57-37 at San
matches outright
fiJS copped six
Larry Dobashi,
nd victories by
Zimmerman,
rt Honda, Duane
Zambetti and
Lice Fields. Bob
Pagan. Uchida used only
of his black belts in the

two meets and altogether earned
59 points toward the SJS cause.
Friday night Coach Clair Jennett’s crew avenged an earlier defeat by Stanford, beating the Indians in Palo Alto. 71-57. SJS out pointed Stanford in five of the
first six events, taking four first
places along the way. Chew earned
three of them in the free exercise,
side horse and long horse.
Stanford had defeated SJS in
Spartan Gym 65,:)J -62,i on Jan.
24; however, since that lime the
team has acquired valuable seasoning and has also added Jim
Giussi to the roster. Giussi earned
seconds in the free exercise and
tumbling events against Stanford,
scoring a total of 11 points.
He returned Sat unlay to take
first in tumbling as the Spartans
romped to a 76-52 victory over the
three-man San Francisco State
team. Against the Gators Chew
improved his Friday performance
by gaining firsts in the free exercise, side horse, and horizontal
bar, topped off with one of the
outstanding scores in the meet,
winning iin the parallel bars,

semestei break, two SparRichard Gibson and Larry
,hi gained places in a fourlie for second place at the
Jose Buddhist Invitational
al

Wrestlers
Face Braves
Tomorrow

3 Speed Bicycles

from

$39.95
10 Speed Bicycles
inma

$59.95
Complete Repair Service
Part, & 1eeessorjes

PAUL’S CYCLES
14:15 The Alameda
I Y 3.9:66

Spartan wrestlers put their 2-0
record on the line tomorrow night,
when they play host to Stanford
University at 7:30 in the Wrestling
Room in the Men’s Gym.
San Jose coach Hugh Mumby
called Stanford an "unknown quan’ tity," but praised two of the Indian.
returnees, John Kay in the 147pound class and Phil Kendall in the
157-pound group.
The two Spartan wins have been
over Chico State. 22-6, and Fresno
recently
Fresno
State.
14-12.
doomed Stanford. 22-6.
Mumby listed a probable starting
lineup consisting of Mike Stone,
123 pounds; John Lim, 130; Art
13eatty, 137; Carl Dommeyer or
Frank Strouse, 147; Cliff Olson or
Gary Scardina. 157; Warren King
’ or Izzy Rodriguez, 167; Bill Harm
or Jim Noon. 177; and Don Anderson, heavyweight.
Frosh and junior varsity teams
will tangle in preliminary matches
liecinning at 6 p.m.. Mumby said.
The San Jose State grapplers
play host to San Diego at 3 p.m.
and UCLA at 8 p.m.. Friday in the
wrestling Room.
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JUDD HAS IT!

US IN OUR NEW LARGER STORE

ISEE

65 West Santa Clara St.

ACPOSS THE STRUT FROM OUR FORMER LOCATION

DANCE! PLAY! EXERCISE!
rerfect fitting,
comfortable

Mom.
old

-"-

and

CHILDREN’S SIZE
for big girls and
little girls,
knit of finest
quality stretch
nylon

The Spartan freshman cage team
returned to action after semester
break last week by splitting a pair
of contests, defeating USF, following a six point loss to Cal at Santa
Barbara.
Last
Thursday the Spartan
freshmen fought back from a ten point first half deficit to defeat
the USF Don freshmen 70-63 in
overtime.
After trailing 25-15 midway
through the first half, the Spartababes closed in to within two
points of the Dons, 61-59 with
only 214 seconds left On a funip
ball underneath the Spartan
basket, SJS forward Tommy
Smith controlled the tip and then
cashed in on the tying* fielder
from IS feet with three seconds
remaining to send the game into
overtime.
In the extra period the Spartans
went ahead 63-61 on two free
throws by Bill Higgins, and wet,’
never headed from that point
Smith tipped in a missed shot, and
added a free throw to finish the
night with 22 points. John Keatinc
iced the contest with a long jumper, and then further embarrassed
SJS FROSH
G
Schlink
2
I
Konrad
Smith
10
1
Beutler
3
Higgins
7
Keating
3
Sheehan
1
Santich

(70)
F 1.
3 7
4 6
2 22
0 2
4 10
1 15 ,
0 6
0 2

USF FROSH (63)
G F T
5 3 13
0 3 3
3 1 7
0 0 0
2 1 5
2 0 4
1 0 2
10 9 19

Gill
Miller
Nolan
Sheehan
Berry
Schafer
Pelletier
Blum

28 14 70 TOTALS 23 17 63
Halftime score: USF Fresh 34, San
Jose State Fresh 31. Score at end of
regulation time: USF 61, SJS 61.

TOTALS

Ok-)t

.4

the Dons by stealing the ball for a
cripple layin shot.
On Feb. :3 in Spartan Gym, the
freshmen cagers lost to the University of California at Santa Barbara, 63-57, after holding a commanding thirteen point halftime
advantage. The Spartababes left
the court with a 41-28 advantage.
but fell into a chilly shooting per.
formance in the last 20 minutes to
drop their fifth contest of the season.
Keating led Spartan %COMM
with 14, followed by Smith at 12
and Bruce Benner with II.
Coach Dan Glines’ troops return
io action this Thursday when they
travel to the East Bay to take on
the St. Mary’s Gaelets in the Oakland Auditorium. Saturday they return to San Jose to host the UOP
freshmen.

HERB’S
Chevron Station
STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE

of the WCAC tournament, 5,6-55.
S. T. Satoh’ and Al Janc-,
shared high -point honors for tie,
Spartans with 11 points each, Jars
Sriwas particularly effective I
the first half, when he picked up
nine of his tallies. Jeff Goodere,
a starter in Edward’s absence, hit
eight, as did Frank Tarrantts. Reserve guard Pete Newell picked up
seven.
The Spartans were cool from
the free throw line, particularly in
the first half, when they made
only three of nine shots. SJS’s
downfall came in the second half.
however, when they hit only six
of 34 shots from the floor, for a
miserable 17.6 per cent.
The SJS squad out -rebounded
* * *
SAN JOSE (53) SANTACLARA
G F T.
G
I
Tarrantts
3 2 8 Asch
4 3 I I Jaroch
3
Saffold
2 4 8 Turner
3
Goodere
Lakiatich
2 2 6 Vrankovich 5
8
Jansci
5 1 II Meagher
I
Newell
2 3 7 Paulson
Kinzie
I 0

(58j
F T
I 3
2
I 7
4 14
4 20
4 6

21 16 58
Totals
19 15 53 Totals
Halftime score: San Jose 29, Santa
Clara 26.

Is,
and controlled the
hall more, hut Santa Clara had
ilecisise edge in both floor
:Ind foul -line percentages.
Tile Spartans led t hrOUlthou I
most of the first half. althoterh
their largest margin came when
they led 4-0 in the opening moments.
Early in the second half the
losers moved to a :12-26 lead on
a tip-in by Saffold and a free
throw by Tarrantts. Santa Clara
auickly closed the gap and took
over the lead at 35-33 on a pair of
one -pointers by Eric Paulson sailh
14,3:3 left in the contest.
From
then
on,
the
lead
changed hands several times,
with the Spartans building up
their largest lead of the night
at 19-42 vtith 7:35 remaining.
The Broncos pulled ahead for
good with 302 left on a Roger
Jaroch lay -in. The bucket gaVP
Santa Clara a 52-51 lead.
In a preliminary game. Bob
Stuekey scored 21 points to lead
the Santa Clara fmsh to a 79-66
’in over the SJS freshmen. Reserve Pete iittnrad led Spartababe
,orers with 14 points.

BUY or SELL Anything
in the
Spartan Daily CLASSIFIEDS
... it brings results!

Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up, you can be
sure they’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates.
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Corner of Elth and William St.
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COME UP FOR AIR . . .
If you are having trouble keeping your head above water
with regular sesion studies, take a "breather" this summer
and "catch up" or "get ahead" with summer study. If, for
example, you have switched majors, or failed courses, or
carried less than a full load of courses, summer study may
be the answer to your problems. Remember:

Summer study helps you to offset time lost for military
service.
Earlier graduation may mean less competition for a job
for the job
from other forthcoming college graduates
choice.
of your

LEOTARDS
SCOOP NECKS
ROUND NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
V NECKS

suusAcks
TIGHTS

WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP
STAMPS

Plan your SJS Summer Session program now! Your free copy of the 1964
Summer Sessions Class Schedule is available now at Spartan Book Store,
or at the Summer Sessions Office, Room 144, Administration Building.

ATTEND THE 1964 SUMMER SESSIONS
. . . . AT SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

tosi;AtVIVIRAtt.ct rsitDARGI

65 W. Santa Clara St.
FIRST K MARKET)

SAN JOSE

Freshmen Cagers Nab Win
Over Dons; Lose to UCSB

By DAN BleLEAN
Defense -minded San Jose State
held league -leading scorer Russ
Vrankovich to 14 pionts. bUt Joe
Meagher more than made up the
gap Saturday as Santa Clara
dumped the Spartans, 58-53, in a
WCAC contest at San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Meagher scored 20 points, the
high of his career, to lead the
Broncos hack from a 29-26 halftime deficit before a standing room -only crowd.
The game left both tea
with 2-2 records in leaKii. comTh.. Spartans %%e re
petition.
v%ithout the sers lees ot senior
Edu iirds,
s. ti’s
center !tarry
spent the %%eekend in St. Mars’s
Hospital In San Francisco. Edwards was taken out of Thursday’s contest with USE. bleeding
from the inouth.
San Jose led most of the game.
but fell behind with 3:02 left in
the contest, and never regained
the lead.
The Spartans are now 10-6 on
the season, while the Brom,.
stand 5-12. San JO44. previrous1
heat Santa Clara in the finals

Summer Sessions allow you to finish college and start
earning a full-time salary a semester earlier even a
year eariler if you take advantage of three SJS summer
double -sessions.

LEOTARDS

THEATRICAL MESH
TIGHTS, ALSO WITH
COMFORT SOLE
*BALLET TIGHTS
*SHEER TIGHTS, WITH
OR WITHOUT SEAMS
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES

sports

Hoopsters Dumped by SCU
Broncos in League Thriller

You can learn and earn as much as six units of credit in
the six-week summer session . . . plus up to four more
units of credit in the four-week session.

TIGHTS

WOMEN’S

SPARTAN DAILY-al
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Two ASB Leaders SJS Po/ice
Dr. G. W. Maxwell Attend Conference School Has

Is Co -Author
Of Business Text

ASI1 VICV I ’.. ,,,tent,
Watts. ASI3 Imo! illation
’ended a panel discussion
elice at California State
Polytc,
College at San I.ttis
Obispo Saturday.
PiSall0 and Vatts, along with
representatkes from San Diego
State College, formed the cure
group for discussions of campaign
methods for disseminating information prior to College Union
elections.
The confab, described by Pisan.
;is "basically an educational meet I lob

s ,,
;
,ssociate
professor ]it laisiness education
is author of the Is.’s: "Business
English and Communications" recently published by Prentice-Hall.
Other authors of the -168-page
tsiok written lor high schools. junsir volleges, and ialtilt education
are Dr. William C. Iliznstreet, associate deo]. Scho .1 of Business.
California
Vniersie, !
litisines.
and Leo,
t atiereducat ion
’
,s1,,n.
Pcok
,!. haw
The book covets
Enelish grammar and t.s.,:e such
as vocabulary expansion. speech.
imprmement. and spelling, as well
as business correspondence which
streSSPS the %Slit er,, 10.4ill and
ethical responsibilities.
Dr. Maxwell spent a year and
a half on his section of the hook
,manly deals with Writ which
ter

form )41

Audubon Society
Allots Scholarships
Soe.Wy al San
Th.
Jose State will award 10 tuition
scholarships of $20 each for the
Field Studies in Nature History
trip to Death Valley during the
spring semester.
Applications must be turned in
to the biology stotwoom in the
natural science building before
Fel, 2e,

wilshire

We pick up and deliver YOUR car for service

Lubrication Our Specialty
:--plefe line of Auto Acce:
286-6190
Corner of 10th & Santa Clara

If you are trying to think of
a way to win hearts and
influence Valentines, how
about a
GIFT. CARD OR
PRESENT
from CURTIS LINDSAY’S. You will find
just what you want from our wide selection
at favorable prices.
Ctme ;n and see.

T1

Summer Schedules Now Read
is ill II/4.
1 II, +ix
tile lour
.1 umie ’22-.110 .tt,
run August ::28.
wek session
Some classes %Atli tun the full tell
weeks, June 22 -August 28.
A one-week Intercession, June
!15-19, will precede the six -week
session Most of the programs dur-

eulaci
,,, 1iii’ a ..11I Vest has aii.1oe I
able,
, I
ping," w
.0 .1 (7011ege
units during the
Union c auriaiga and piesentation
!four units durint]
Schedules may be obtained free
methods evaluation, as well as sevf’ fel , !
’,session. On, lin, may
in either Spartan Bookstore or in
be
cc -al informal discussion groups.
Room
Office,
ns
during
Sessio
the
Summer
the
Inr,
V4 . Apk
The Department of Law Enforce -1
San Diego and San Jose State
ttiitdjita
A branch s,
representatives were chosen to ment and Administration is the 144’ A’1"""istr""""
feted by Sao
Omni the nucleus of the discussion. new name for the old SJS Polo,
sit Hartnett
groups because both colleges re- School.
22 -July 31,
cently voted to approve College l According to Melvin H. Miller.’
terry, Sacc,
department head, the change is
Unions,
counties ,
The Sall Diego student body requested because the departmen
session are
voted allirmatisely for a Union in is not a "school" in the normal
As in the past re.
Nw.enthee while the San Jose university sense.
Two SJS students have been day suspended sentence and six rink will he used to th
The name change was approved
State student body affirmed a
of
charge
a
on
probation
’months
Court
Municipal
isll’ati(111 priority for .recently by State Colleges Chan - tried in San Jose
Union measure in December.
’cellar Glenn S. Dumke and will ,on charges resulting from a mob !disturbing the peace. Municipal sion students.
The idea for the conference, atpassed
Dempsey
P.
John
Judge
appear in the new college catalog iscene on Halloween.
! Applications for these
tended by representatives of 12 of
Raymond S. Mirizzi, 20, of 540 the sentence.
.
.
to he published this month.
!will he available \larch If;
the 18
a State Colleges,
by
tried
be
to
was
McCullough
There are 186 students, including S. Eighth St., was found not guilty
grew out of a subcommittee at a
26 women, currently enrolled and on a charge of refusal to disperse a jury for refusal to disperse but dents are urged to apply ,,,
California State College Student
majoring in police administration. by a jury of eight men and four the charge was reduced at the said Dean West. ’1 ti (1111(0r
President Association meeting at
, women after four hours of deliber- request of Dep. Dist, Atty. Paul 1 an early hour permit."
Miller said.
Sprylietic.,,,,
Humboldt State College December
Ligda.
, More than 3,800 students have at ion.
;are filled on a first come
13-15.
tm
Ile and Mirizzi and eight other
Robert J. McCullough, 20, of
!gone through the department since
"With the information discussed it was established in 1930. Of thew NO S. ltri Sc,, was given a 30- students were arrested on Hallo- served basis.
at the conference, the participating 680 have completed the four-yea,
ween by police attempting to break
schools were given much direction course.
a mob which milled around and
towaid their goal of achieving a
isirtially stripped a hook -and -lad.
Most pursue the two-year emirs’Collc !, Union." said Pisano.
der truck as firemen were battling
, which is coming into demand ht.
a blaze at 452 S. Eighth St.
more and more departmeilt
throughout the nation.
Four pleaded guilty to charges
of refusal to disperse and received
20-day suspended sentences. A
Thai extra year of education fifth student was given a 30-day
,aider the Fisher bill caused ele- suspended sentence and placed on
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A Peek at SJS History

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
of a series of articles throughout the
semester depicting various stages of
SJS history,
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Daily Editor Announces Staff Positions
Nine Returning Members
Fill Spring Editorial Posts

001%

It-

oay’s Moral Crisis,"
Nine editor ial positions o n the m om Reek Td
a column lin fundamental issues
spring Spartan
announced today by Editor Ron of the day: Miss Zimmerman,
Curtain," a column
"8 Crehsk
Bot tini.
jestson local
Filling the news editor slot mill of viems mid
N Block, "Punch
N Is
men
be Allan Risdon, junior journalism enterta int:
column: Nord,
major. Steve Agosta, senior jour- ’IN’

Daily staff were

nalism inapt’ Wit.4 appointed teaAtteroe,,,,leiy
tore editor. Kichard Reel>, junior
journalism major, will serve
tot iii .tiil I.
copy editor.

RON BOTTINI
. . . editor

Other editorial positions will be
filled by the following: Dan McLean, junior journalism major,
sports editor; Judie Block, junior
journalism major, society editor;
Jackie Zimmerman, junks’journalism major, fine arts editor;
William Watson, senior journalism
major, investigative writer;
Nord, senior journalism major..
With a new cowire editor; Jim Quick, junior pubmoister getting underway today, Ow
lic relations major, public relie
following hints might help the scholar
t ions director.
achieve his goalhigher grades vie
All of the appointees served oil impressing his professors. The follow’
ing pointers are adapted from a brief.
Dailystaff last semester.
sad note written by Robert Tyson of
Bottini, a senior journalism ma- Hunter College, New York.
jor, was named editor of Daily at
,or newspaper
Bring the prort,
the end of last semester by ASP
clippings dealing ojilt his subject.
Pres. Steve Larson.

How To Snow
A o11ege
p f
Roy
ro essor

STEVE AGOSTA
feature editor

ALLAN RISDON
... news editor

""I"nin’
"
1211 oilier report -Pring edi-

DAN McLEAN
. :ports

RICHARD REEB
... copy editor

editor

EDITOR’S NOTE:

" "iriii’’s some
fiery
t’olumnists, column names and Ti" ("*Faii,on .1’"
prof.
:owl
content are :IN follows: Agosta .
variety oil. timely items o. discuss in class. If
A Gust 0, Wind..
you can’t tintl clippings dealing
with his subject, just bring any
The professor thinks
,,ppings.
rything deals with his subject,

a

Spending Climbs
$5 Million in SF

JIM QUICK
. . . public relations director

JACKIE ZIMMERMAN
. . . fine arts editor

WILLIAM WATSON
.
investigative writer

12,000.

The Spartan Daily, started in ye -u’ and a circulation of
The Daily attempts to serve
1934, is a campus newsthree purposes: ID It is the stupaper, published daily Monday
dent body publication of the colthrough Friday of the college
lege: I21 It is the vehicle for conyear, except for official recesses veying official administration and
and examination periods.
departmental notices in place of
It has a budget of $90.000 a promiscuous bulletin boards on
-

way.
2. Look Alert. Keep your 1.NY%
professor. If y.,11 NI UST consult your match, don’t stare at it
uninlitmingly, fir shake it .

JUDIE BLOCK
. . . society editor

on the

taking

8.

.

CHICAGO (UPI’

A total or
employetl
I
.
the field lie
areas of employ nien:
patients, 237 einta,scs
quireut. said the

.

JOSE POT
San Jose’s Professional Supply Store

PARK FREE

or

TO BUY
COLLEGE REQUIRED

ART
SUPPLIES

New and used books and supplies at bargain prices

DRAFTING SUPPLIES

10.

Largest most complete stock in this area

HOW
IMMORAL
ARE COLLEGE
ATHLETICS?

On all class requirements

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE . .
’Till Feb. 28th with cash register receipt

. . . SO SHOP NOW AND SAVE
at

SPARTAN , BOOKSTORE
.n

\IP

Nationwide Survey:

COMPLETE INFORMATION

VALENTINE’S DAY GIFTS, TOO!

edIf or

Campus’’

a

Mao ii ssixtla tie -eras a shock.
ing documentary on college
sportv. Don’t mios "How lin.
moral Are College Athletics?".
an exclusive and startling report
based on months at touring the
nation’s coll.’.’’ and univerviiies
.. A re’5.’.it that iv the most
impoitant euer pul.li-ltel by
SPORT!
Its the same lone:

Downtown location of San Jose Paint milli
parking lot Immediately adjarent. This IS
year old firm maintains one of the largest
professional art supply departments in
California.

JFK’s LEGACY
TO SPORTS
CASSIUS CLAY:
THE MAN,
THE CHALLENGE

jorrSto- P.41 T

the many
ore only a irw
artiele, in SP( tiff, the magazine
that keepv you it 5,0,-s of all
ekents on the college and pro
swats scene, You’ll enjoy expert
coverage, sharp analysis, indepth profile, and actiompacked
photos
ol
March

SPORT

WALLPAPER -ART SUPPLIES -FRAMES
112 S. 2nd St.
292-1447
r.

Downtown San Jose
Branch at Valley Fair
mamom

M/0.1/.1MMIIMINISP.

FOvolde mogoz.ne of the loot II

start

owl the

sports

get
a t,
saw
sort
nor
an
moo
pert
aPP1
send
Stu,
bow

LARGEST STOCK OF . . .
USED BOOKS . . .

NORD

Lint

the
a good impres-

WHY NOT
SHOP FIRST AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

ROY

HOSPITAL LOAD

Hospitals
1962 employed 66,82.$ more persons than in the previous; year to
meet the heaviest patient demand
in history, reports the American
Hospital Association.

in

students
working increase in spending represented times
Among
the gatherings in the city were .,’How
advertising staffs 530
international, national, region- exaggerated; to
approximately 60 al and state conventions as
as 28 trade shows.

I

II

iriS

Make a great sh ow of
notes. The professor will believe
you are paying rapt attention. If
used wisely, the gimmick of asking
him to repeat a particular sigruftcampus; 13i It is the laboratory
cant statement is a good device.
for training of journalism
for approximately $52 million. The (Don’t. do this oftener than three
per semester.)
!in practical newspaper
4. Nod frequently and murmur.
a $5 million rise over 1962.
!conditions.
true!" To you, this seems
Editorial and
the prof, it is quite
combined include
well objective.
students.
!
5. Sit in a front renter seat ()Sp’ plass only if you plan to stay
awake; if you don’t, see item 8,
below.) If you’re going to all
trouble of making
:ion, the prof. should get a chance
to See the a ct.
6. Laugh at his jokes. You CAN
tell. A clue: If he harks up from
his notes and smiles expectantly,
he has just told a joke.
’1. Ask for outside readings
special references. You don’t have
’to read anything..lust ask.
R. If you sleep, arrange to het
called at the end ref the hour. It
may create an unpleasant impres!Rion if the rest of the class has left
and you sit there alone, closing.
ch,v.ing tobacco belle; Prevent snoring. Wear a brown shirt
m sweat er.
9. Be sure the book you read
during the lefture looks like the
textbook. If you do math in r).chology class, and study p53 II
during match, try to match boll,
for size and color. Hint: use hostk
jackets. They’ also hide comic books
’effectively.
Ask only questions you believe he can answer. This is so obvious it doesn’t require any commentary.

Spartan Daily Role Explained
April,

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
More than 2 million visitors spent
a record $117,436,000 in this
city last year, the Convention and
Visitors Bureau has announced.
Tourists spent about $65 million
while convention goers accounted

interest.

rein dedi

NOW ON SALE!

!--oinGlistAt

Off Campus

SPARTAN DAILY-3B
Monday. February 10, 1964

Extension Services
Offer Evening Courses

editor

this week of Cupertino, Los Altus, Mountain
Vith the opening
at Sun Jose View, Palo Alto, Santa Clara,
semester
spring
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. They are
nearly 100 evening also offered in San Mateo, Monpie College.
cam- terey. Santa Cruz and San Benito
are being offered off
Services. counties.
by the Extension
’om
Persons interested in attending
cgs meet once a week
available in an evening course may obtain an
to iu p.m. and are
subjects, includ- Extension Services bulletin by callaide range of
ing the Extension Services, San
French,
Spanish.
education,
Jose State College, 294-6414, Ext.
GARY GREATHOUSE
educascience
12211.
i
ical education,
. . . advertsing manager
psychology, -y,
_.
h
p
ra
_
_
g
co
g
1
in,
science,
ann, philosophy, political
safety edUcaiology. English,
I
history and librarionship.
unit is charged
per
$10
of
A fee
courses which are
or
offerings.
a- or three -unit
offered
Under a $39,700 National Science. sorority house on campus. Further
Fifty-seven courses are
communi- Foundation grant, SJS
will conduct information may be obtained from
Santa Clara County
including 22 in San Jose. a six -week mathematics institute Dr. Fowler.
Campbell,
in
available
for
junior high school teacher
hers are
June 22-July 31,
Dr. Kenneth A. Fowler, associat i
professor of mathematics, will direct the institute. BLitt Schweitzei
assistant professor of mathematic
and Dr. Gerald C. Preston, professor of mathematics, will assist him.
Each of 40 participating teachers
to be selected from any part of the
United States will receive a stipend
of $450 and $90 for each dependent
and $50 t rat% el allowance.
Participants will be housed in a

Working at a resort in Germany.

editor

i
sere
1,,n

1V-

1

CHUCK GOULD
... promotion manager

The San Jose State College
Alumni Fund drive in San Jose
will IA? headed by Pat Spooner, a
1955 SJS graduate and now vice
president of IBM office furniture.
David B. Cox, area manager of
o ’oast Visual Educat
r’o, and
in Joao attorney Arthur K. Lund,
o It Ii’ assisting Spooner in the
drive
San Jose State alumni in the
DAVE ATENCIO
MIKE DI SPALTRO
. . . business manager
. . . classified manager ,.ounty will be contacted by the
und drive workers by telephone.
Benefits to the college, students
.ffici alumni by the funds raised
will result in library manuscripts,
Four members of t he San Jose pia ted on recent actions bearing laboratory equipment, college programs, scholarships, fellowships,
State College faculty who have on various aspects of the college
and alumni programs and comcompleted 25 years of college developments at the meeting.
munications.
service were honored at a faculty
meeting held last Monday in the
Men’s Gym. The meeting marked
the beginning of the spring semester.
Those honored were Dr. Ezekiel
Bogosian, professor of English.
J. A. Burger, associate professor
of business: Dr. Herbert H. San5:1 SOUTH BASCOM
CO S723t
400 SOUTH F,RST STREET
.7.; C4 5544
ders, professor of ceramic art; and
Dr. James E. Stevenson, professor
"CARRY ON REGARDLESS"
"STRANGE LOVES"
of industrial arts and education.
"FLAME OVER INDIA"
Stu DENTS So a
All joined the faculty in 1938.
STUDENTS SI 00
President John T. Wahlquist
_
.
.

, Grant Will Bring Teachers Ad Staff SJS Profs Honored at Meeting
eitherTo SJS for Math Institute
Fills Top
Positions

’I 4.

di&

Grad Heads
Fund Drive

WORK
IN EUROPE
Every registered student can
gets job in Europe and receive
a travel grant. Among thousands of jobs available are resort sales, lifeguard and office
work. No experience is necessary and wages range to $400
monthly. For a complete prospectus. travel grant sri ob
application returned airmail,
send $1 to Dept. J, American
Student Information Service,
4 Ave. de la Liberte, Luzernban City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

Cupid doesn’t need his clothes
washed quickly, but do you?
Ace Launderette has a two
hour washing service.

Ace Launderette
336 E. William

.S. Divorce Rate
One of World s Top

Three senior advertising majors
were today named to top positions
on the Spartan Daily advertising
staff for the spring semester by
WASHINGTON ll-P1
About Gary Greathouse, advertising mannine of every 1,000 married women ager.
Chuck Gould, who was named
are divoreet1 catch year, reports the
Population Reference Bureau here. promotion manager, will attend all
According to the latest statistics, Downtown Merchants’ Assn, meetthere are almost two million di- ings and will be responsible for the
vorced women in the country and Peacock color supplement.
Dave Atencio was appointed
although the nation’s divorce rate
business manger. He will handle all
is only about half that of the postbilling, filing and account problems
war peak, it remains one of the
and will be responsible for office
highest in the world.
supplies and management of the
lab.
Mike DiSpaltro, who was named
Phonetic Reading classified
manager, will handle the
The Reading Reform Foundation classified advertising and the proreports that the phonetic system motion of that section.
of teaching reading, a system
Greathouse, also a senior adverwhich stresses the alphabet, now is
tising major, was appointed adin use in more than one-quarter of
vertising manager at the end of
the nation’s schools.
last semester by ASH Pres, Steve
Larson.
He handles Daily finances and
LIBRARY PROGRAM
The San Jose librarianship pro- determines the size and appear’cam was started in 1921, although ance of the paper exclusive of the
it did not gain departmental status editorial matter which is controlled
until 1950.
by the editorial staff.
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STUDENTS
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EL RANCHO TROPICAIR
ALMA AND ALMADEN ROAD

Looking for a valentine for your
sweetheart? Paul’s Greeting Card
Shop has a complete selection of
cards.

"MERLIN JONES"
"HOOTENANNY HOOT"

STUDIO

Paul’s

FIRST .1 SAN SALVADOR

Greeting Card Shop
34 Fountain

292 3565

1368 ALUM

ROCK

AVENUE

sc,..6 screen
"WHO’S MINDING THE STORE?"
-SPEED CRAZY
’HOT CAR-

CV 26770

"THE PRIZE"
"THE PLAYGIRL AND THE
WAR MINISTER"

"UNDER THE YUM-YUM TREE"
"CAPE FEAR
’LAST SUNSET’
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You Can Save
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Off Regular Price
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REFUND POLICY

STORE HOURS

Full refund with receipt
during first two weeks

First week of school:
7:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M.
All Day Saturday

$

of school

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
kt DEFECTIVE

134

EAST SAN

7-3024

"MURDER AT THE GALOP"

FERNANDO

HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
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SJS Larger by the Year

Monday, Februat y 10, 19691

Engineers
Accepted
Nationally

Army Technician Jobs
Available in California

J 1
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rhe Meeltanical Engineers Chili
of S.IS has irerfl accepted into the
American S.kiety of Engineers
Vanity le. Pita n. head of the .\ I.
chunical Engineering Department.
received word of the acceptance

I’AR

I 1,41

from the society’s national office

Dr. Patterson
New Trustee
ForAlumRock

Ittlid)INF.

According to Allen H. Krafve.
assistant professor of mechanical
engineering and faculty adviser ft ii
the new chapter, acceptance wa,
made possible by acereclidation this
year of the mechaniva I engineering
department’s curriculum.

(0

Lee D. Parr, president of the
organization, announced that it

il
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MAP OF SJS shows modern campus still growing and throwing
off old boundaries. Today’s campus is a lot larger than the one
students attended decades ago. Changes in the near future may
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144114.1,44ft
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GRAND OPENING
Feb. 10, 11, 12

San Jose’s newest women’s fashion store

Complete line of sports -wear, dresses,
co-ordinates, and swim -wear. Moderately priced with you in mind. Sizes 5-15
and 6-16.
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PEAR!. II Altil(Ht .IC101 NT
During the 1911-12 .seor hr
Spartan Daily published an
PA..
lIntos
account of the Prhe
Harlow
tilt turn hy a is.
l
hii had been sent to ihr.
Islands to cover Ilic
ti iii ft isvtrji foothall

(AND NEW VALENTINE’S DAY GIFTS TOO !!)

Education Prof
Named to English
Exam Committee
Dr. Henry c. Aleekel, professiir
of secondar
:old lrruir_ Ii
al San .1oNi
it it h three 4.0141
’TIT 4r,
II
appointed to silly. on a corm
raittee to iii Iii all .\;intinationim English for lIn’
Entrance
ExaMinat ion Board.
Dr. Meekel was selected for the
16-member committee f rum among
school and college teachers
throughout the nation.
The educators will survey all
English examinations of the CEII:11
and submit their findings and
recommenilat ions to the Boa it I
later this year.
The special commit it of r.
is part of the Board’s cool,
Drneess
ega Imo rig all pi
ii
..XaMirlall071ti
Thi other California committee
members air Robert A. Bennett
supervisor of English of the Sail
Diego Public Schools and Brother
S. Robert. FSC, of St. Mary’s
College.
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Career Opportunitie
In ,%II Phase-.
Of liarkethig
Advertising
Sales Management

Merchandising

Sales Promotion

Market Research
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Seniors ... Permanent empltiyment. Gut in

During our grand opening please come
in and register for free merchandise
certificates. No purchase necessary.

1,,tienee in all .1 phases of marketing.
YO OS FACULTY AND
STUDENTS

st,lit
Juniors ... Summer empltivment. Get a head

MONTH RU FRI.
00

(in your career before graduation. Gain
-A.
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Designed with you in mind
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LARGEST STOCK IN TOWN

make this map outmoded. The recent decision to save the
Tower and construct new buildings may change the face of the
campus within five years.
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297-6725
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School
A kali Risk iAreinentary
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Vick Chemical Company
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Drops,
Manufacturers of Vick’. VaporRub‘,Cough Syrup, Cough
Nasal Preparations, Cold Tablets, Lavoris and Clearer
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Open Discussion
Sialed Tomorrow

I

Dr. C. Grant Burton, executisc
deaII, has been appointed director
of institutional studies. Richroxl F.
Yoe,. assist:era to the president, replaces Vinery A I.,tok.
lloy J

First eleric.,10.-ahde
t.. at tack
caiburn, is likcis

,

;1111,4
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, It
been
his seiner.ster to the SJS
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New full-time faculty member-.
the ANIA
are Edward D. Ghent, geology;

Sunehiko Kahrhana, electrical engineering: William ft. Smith, serer-

)

ores
I lost
fl Fry
Mout.

eile.e,yi; Charles A Tracy. 11i15 and
iml.,..cer111n1 and amnirmiration;
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C. GRANT BURTON
. . . receives appointment

RICHARD F. YO0
. . . new assistant

ROY J. DELPIER
... Admissions Officer

SAMUEL J. MILIOTO
. . . Pe,scrnel OfficEr

III

LIPSTICK!!

I 15
inn Jey

CUR /Ai N JIM 10 YOU
GIVEN WiTtl EVERY
BEAUTY SERVICE
NOW THROUGH FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 141
A $2.50 value...
glamorous Florentine
finish gold case.
50 shades to choose from...
luscious reds, pinks, oranges!
Come In for Beauty...
and get a
Free lipstick, tool
Beauty Now...
Pay Later with
Super/charlget

Ii Sem
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PROF INVESTIGATES
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Collegiate Role In Personality Change
By JACKIE ZIMMERMAN

Thirty more quest it
we -re
experienee taken from Gorigh’s rescaern eet
peNonality? Since 1958, hr. the F-Scale .the Fascism Seilift,
F -Scale Is haseel din in indirect
Vs’ alter T. Plant. of San Jose
rnerisureinaint of prejudire without
staI e’s
Psychology
11epalitmeni Ill,- explicit content of the eihneessorked and analy/ed this centrism scale, that is, the ohmproblem of ’Persenalily Changes inatiurt or group labels in the
content of items. This F.Scale
Associated with a College.
also considers thr measurement of
rtr. Plani’s research Was
personality predisposilions toward
I lie first sponsored research pro - an anti-elemocratic,
:moil, parcram at SIS, rind he explains it lictilarly fascist
1.10 mtk 011 1111’1,
III of initiated "ice -break A Ihird part
the "QuestionCan

the

collegiate

Ill

policy in favor of the Psy-

tor

40

RESPONSE RESULTS

Art & Engineering
Supplies
Bargain Prices
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

As a result of the 1958 testine,
usable responses were obtaimx1
ll’orn 2.350 se slid-he college freshmen, none of whom had completed
ansi formal education beyond the
twelfth grade.

the

Later, in 1960 and 1962,
"Opinion
Questionnaires"
were administered through the
mail to the 2,350 original 1958
subjects but only 1,452 returned
in 1960 and 1,058 in 1962.

same

Simile response had to he eliminated because of the enrollment
in :mother college or university.
The subjects were then separated
into two and tour students according to sex.

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

THE FINAL HYPOTHESIS
he’. Plant first stated his hydhesis in determining, through
a longitudinal study of persons
differing in amount of higher education over a two-year and a fouryear period, whether or not there
were changes in personality characteristics associated with a college education.
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After breaking down his hypothesis into five catergories of
male and female., Dr. Plant hyir.dhesized for both the four-year
two-year study that those
enrolled in collere It,, not change
significantly in measured ethrio..entrism, authoritarianism, or dogmatism over the collegiate period.
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QUESTIONS OF INTEREST

.

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget

In the twe’-year study significant
questions of interest were added
to the final hypotheses and were
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JFK’s Message Lives On

Grant for Summer
Program Received
siialents from
will spend six
on the San Jose State Col, mums next slimmer attend,iiener. training pro -tram.
A grant cf S1.1.470 has been
the c I e2.,. itimi the
ii JoSe a rea

Missouri DAR
Gets Cemetery
sr. Lolls. Mo.

I UPI

’Mementos Presented
To College Library

Mondas, February 10. littri

WA’

6BsFARTIA

II

Mat

Cold Water Cemetery near heir
has been given to the Missouri
State Society of the Daugntei, of
American Revolution ’DAR,.
The DAR said it would assume
the responsibility for the threeaere graveyard’s presersation because of its association with history of Missouri and the nation.
Diggs, state DAR
Mrs. tiValter
regent. said thy 1,1 burial grounds
cattain the groves of alarint 130
pitamers. s,r1ilicrs of America’s
Si 0%. and corl. settlers to this
area.

A collection of mementos of San
Jose Normal School Days has been
presented to the San Jose State
College library
Cooke of Oakland, whose
Arid Kelso Cooke, was a
of 1575. Mr.
member of the
Cooke is now 77 years
Mr. and Mrs. Cooke visited the
campus recently and were taken
to the San Jose Room by Miss
Joyce Backus. the librarian, and

program.

National Science Foundation tor
the support of the
This will be the fifth year that
a program of this kind has been
held at San Jose State College,
the first one having been held in
1460. The 1964 program will be r, Jane 22 and close July 31. It
...11 be under the direction of Dr
Benjamin F. Naylor. profe,ssor of
hemistry at SJS.
The general purpose of the proiiram is to give high school stuommute to the campus from their ,
’tomes. It is planned that at least
23 difitrent high schools will be
vpresented by the 50 students
iceepted for the program.
Further information may be obtained by writing to Dr. Benjamin
F. Naylor. San Jose State College.
tents who have exhibited talent
ind high achievement in the scionces direct contact with college
.eaching, laboratory facilities and
Specifically.
ie-earch activities.
the program will introduce the
studen1s to the field of bio-chemistry.
Students enrolling in the proifram will attend classes five days
week and will he expected to

Lowest
Gas
Prices
IN SAN JOSE
Guaranteed Major Oil CO.

Gasoline

PURITAN OIL CO.
6th and Keyes 4th and William
10th and Taylor 13th and Julian
2391 The Alameda

Richard 0. Buxton, executiv
.
rector of the Alumni Assn.
The Cooke collection
includes

by Roy motAlhler,en 1 phoultitebgwerfa,ptihksmti,nrit
Class of age. ..,..,

Iantha

which included one young
,
Lewis H. Wilson, who later rim19201 Was acting president
of I he
((.11e’castsh iii; 1518.
’is E. DalleY Chronicles rm ir
"f 1878. whtheteitten by Miss
Kelso.
Kelso, are also included in the
gift,
Cooke attended the 25th
of her class in
June,
11903, accompanied by her
twin
1A7lleyneall.sim,l,fBargoece Nor,

anniMrs.versary
Thorough Shampoo st‘,:tea:(s,: thento.
names
Can Damage Hair
Henrymrs.

GO, CHICKEN FAT, GOGamma Phi Betas
(front row I. to r.) Pam Schwellenbach, Kathy
Evart Sharon May, (back row I. to r.) Diane
Woodard, Linda Falba, Sharon McNew

and

Child Hindered
By Separation
From Parent

charged

SAVE
25%
ON
USED BOOKS
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’
WE HAVE A FEW

Les"com-

USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK
IN TOWN

San Jose Continues
Youth Fitness Plans

reports I

the age of 89 years.

three sons in
position

Barbara Roe follow the youth fitness program
designed by the late President Kennedy. The
girls would exercise for a study break during
finals instead of taking the usual coffee break.

KANSAS CITY,
r UPI) The child who isn’t dr mg well in
By JACKIE ZIMMERMAN
school may not be a "dummy,’ but
Such a man as John Fitzgerald
iKermecly does not die. His ideas
one filled with anxiety.
his
Emotional stress caused by sep- have endured as strongly as
:
was projected.
’personality
can
I
He stressed to the youth of this
difficulties’
nation a program of physical fit in lea
Mark A. Nesse], a New York
ness.
chritrr,t Writing in GP, the puhliThe New Frontier generation
cation ,if the American Academy ’identified with him,
into
Pediatrics, Dr. Nessol stressed the sixties with the 50-mile hike
the importance of focusing atten- and an enthusiastic spirit towards
t ion on the remaining parent whose a bigger and better physical fitness
’’action and personality can con- ’program
tcibute importantly to the child’s
LAST YEAR
pr thlern."
Last year, in connection with

in, i i

NEW YORK (UPI) - A thorough shampoo, the best treatment
for hair, does not require hard
scrubbing which can actually punish even healthy hair, beauty experts note.
Hair should be handled gently by
working the lather through it with
squeezing motions until thoroughly
elean. This requires at least tom
sucisings, each followed by
rinsings. Then, blot the hair with
a terry towel, avoiding brisk
riibbing.

middle
are those of two
of
their mother’s Normal gehoi
hers Charles H. Allen
and
Bruce Ndoiedrtonoc.
t. 22. 194R,
in Oakland at
Six books used by her when she
was a student in the Normal
School were included in Mr.
C(xike’s gift to the college They
are "Brown’s English Grammar"
"Swinton’s Condensed History of
the United States," "Higher
English," MeGuffey’s New
Sixth Eclectic Reader." -The
Scholar’s Companion." anti
and Rhetoric."

Kennedy’s physical fitness program the San Jose Junior Chamher of Commerce promoted Capitors release of Meredith Wilson’s
lyouth fitness song. "Chicken Fat."
sung by Robert Preston.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

The record, which has a series
of various physical exercises directed by Robert Preston, keeps
the physical fitness enthusiast
busy doing the jumping jack,
push tips, knee bends and touching his toes to a two-firm’ time.

litodente APuf Co.

During the 1963 spring semester
, finals and last semester’s fall
finals the Gamma Phi Betas decided t utilize the recortl’s
:ago instead of eating doughtliii,
Is’ thinkingculfee during the
!study breaks.

GET YOURS NOW AT

’,art

Professional Pharmacists
. PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

’1111.
c,

CUSTOM -FITTED

BRAS

Three small rifle bullets cannot
and will not destroy the youthf,ii
energy that was exhibited Is
Kennedy and heralded a, y,
Amerieas theme.

The new bra sensation with its magical
Banderin support enlarges small busts
naturally without artificial aids.
Wil/ increase you one cup size or more!

MUSIC FINDS A HOME

Free Custom Fitting

years

After being housed for fort 3
in "temporary" wooden quarters built in 1913. the Music Department moved into the present
building in 1953. Its beautiful and
acoustically excellent Concert Hall
is an important meeting place for
college gatherings of all kinds as
well as for the many musical
events offered by this department
each year.

1*

ALLA

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

At various times throughout the
day during final,: a study break
was announced over the house’,
intercom system. From all part,
rif the house Gamma Phis shed
their glasses and left their hook,
to assemble in the main living
room to iii, the "Chieken Fat’’
exercises. The girls found that the
exercises mlaxed thorn greatly
after having studied for se%eral
hours. Not only did the exercise,
relax them but those trying to
lose a few pounds noticed the exercises helped.
SMALL BULLETS

OUSE

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

SAN JOSE CALIF.

VARIOUS TIMES

lel

Al

Contact Janet Dailey

FR 8-2461
Campus Representative Needed

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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Start the semester off right
with five tacos . .

’TILL FEB. 28TH

at Tiros Tricot!
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4th and St. James
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Merri/ny Pehrnney

SJS Heads Deliver Messages
the Student Arksociation, I would like to welcome
on behalf of
Jose State and express the hope that your semester
heck te San
rewalling and successful.
the past semester, several issues of student concern
students decided to build and support a
erilitirtiiri’liiesoned. The
Ser1P as the heart of the College Coms
I 1%Iii
parlimpated ivi the fight hi saw the Tower
!Wm%
fall Complex am?, because of
1 heir work arid t he leadership
of the Alumni Association, an
ext remely beneficial compromise was agreed Upon. Also,
because of the students’ longlast log support ot the efforts to
close and keep closed, Seventh
Street, the City Councii has
agreed to extent until June,
their temporal.% chisine id the
street.
During t
semester which
now begins, I trust that other
issues, such us problems in
registration procedures and overlapping curriculum policies, will
be studied by students in the
hope that hmutfiiial changes
can Ix kehieVeil for next year.
The scope of the problems
facing students is boundless; but
STEVE LARSON
also, I am convinced the imagASB head
ination which they possess is
mode enough to meet and resolve these problems. It has been
tven that the student perspective during the past months is
,dlaential :ind valuable in determining the solutions to problems
the college community. These problems range from the selection
to the expansion of cultural programs.
d a new College President
will have effect on the future value of your
All of these
degree and the quality of liii education provided :it this institution,
j.theieftire, re-dedicate ourselves to moving toward the
hot iimaking San Jose State College a true einiiiiple lir higher
t%ttellenite.
STEVE LARSON

It is hard to realize that the aitademic year is already half
over. For Seniors the term aheud is the home stretch, the all-out
sprint to the tape. For those whose degrees are not yet in sight,
the term means another giant stride forward, toward vocational
competence and intellectual matutitv hut for all of its, students
:old fa. t y a luke, Monier seloestcy means eintualeil
to live lives of Pt rpose and satisfaction, in freedom and dignity
a privilege enjoyed in this world
of 1964 by all too few.
In expressing due gratitude to
taw Founding Fathers for the
blessings we enjoy, we sometimes single out as their dominant virtue the indomitable
Si rengt h of their con id t ions.
St tong ions WI ions are truly % irets when thvy are based on
:teen faith, saint reason, or profound knowledge. Without these
necessary foondat ions, however,
they may be little noire than
olistinate fixations or ignorant
prejudice.
I sometimes wonder whether
youthful and untempered minds
should Ix- expected to hold very
many strong convictions. Perhaps the right to express a positive unqualified opinion should
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST
have to be earned, like a college
. . . SJS president
degree. through the prescribed
ordeal of study, investigation, and practical experience. Such a plan
would certainly reduce the number of heated argianents heard daily
in and out of the classroom. But of course ii would not be "democratic’," for it would violate the inalienable right of free speech,
I ncluding the right to speak nonsense if one wishes,
Yet I have known many students whose premature formation
of strong conk iclions was obviously destructive to both their
loam ledge and their de%elopment of wisdom. Youth is a
luta. hir sampling and testing many theories and for broad exploration. All too soon, young adults will be expected to light somewhere,
to build their homes and cultivate their gardens, and to bring forth,
through diligence. patience, and touch responsibility, the fruit ot
their years of preparation. College, then gives you your great
for many it may be the last - for browsing, for ruminatchance
ing, for withholding final commitments. There is plenty of time in
the %-dl’S ahead to settle down and defend a position. By then, you
will i.. it it better idea what you are standing for, and against.
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ousewives Don’t Haggle Like Her

It aiscV.ive, Peciel,;
kinless franks by
...110nhane coat from
!neat sup- removint,
! a fourth wieners after they an formed and
0,. way Mrs. behire packaging.
In Boston she met a sausage
.1 hill often runs maker who became 11.. husband.
He is If. I., FaVreall, laity :I ’cult’’
She is a laner for Samuels titan for the firm tor which hi,
I Co., and tierhaps the only silvery-haired wife works.
Mrs. Favreau, 41, specializes in
.ttlan in the industry.
Favreall started her career buying pork, purchasing more than
iviiner oteler in It us t on. 1.5 million pounds in a week.

.101IN T. WAIII.QUIST

Horses Get Shoes
At Midwest School
WILBERTON, Okla. ILIPD - Eastern Oklahoma A&M college
has added an almost lust art to its
curriculum. It has set up a fourhour short course in horseshoeing..
The number of horses has ile-!
chned in Oklahoma, but those reIn:titling are of high quality and
value. Many owners depend on.
traveling farriers to keep their’
mounts shod.

Trying to think of a beauty salon that’s
low priced - yet stylish? Make an
appointment at Sullivan’s.

Is

Sullivan

IT

BEAUT)

1)1.1.FGE

374 South First

Call 295-9516

.

(*.diver. officials hops to provi.le
enough local talent to do some of
the wait.

DEFECTIY_E_

lheteto
;int
the ArneriCan Ifome Economic,
Assoeito ion.
The S.S. Hope will leave 1,0.
Colititta in nine months and tot .t1
not 11111111 it, the t S lint II ,,,ti
Pon.

PIZZA HA YEN

LOTS OF FUN
e 4

10"

12"

14"

16-

S .70

$1.10

$1.60

$2.10

$2.90

Pizza with Pepperoni

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

3.

Pizza with Sausage
(Ho - N., ,

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

4.

Pizza with Anchovies

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

5.

Pizza with Mushrooms and
your Choice of Meat

.95

1.45

2.00

2.60

3.40

6.

Pizza with Tunafish

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

7.

Pizza with Chicken

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10
3.10

8"

SPAGHETTI

Chance fights ever
on the side of the
prudent - EURIPIDES
Prudence has a way of bringing good luck. Euripides knew
it way back when, and it’s
true as ever today.
Are you being prudent about
your financial future? It’s
never too early to start and
it’s wise to begin with a foundation of life insurance. Delay
could be costly.
Our campus office specializes
in life insurance programming
for young people. Stop by to
see us or teleptione.

DINNERS
SPAGHETTI
Side Order.

1.

Pizza Napoli
(Ground Beef or Plain)

2.

8.

Pizza with Mushrooms

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

9.

Pizza with Ham

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

10.

Pizza with Italian Salami

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

11.

Pizza with Bacon

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

12.

1.05
Pizza Haven Special .
(Your choice of Meat plus Onions. Gr-ea
v
u and Mushroos)
Peppers, Chopped Olies

1.60

2.10

2.90

3.60

SALADS
1

SANDWICHES
BREAE
DESSERTS

I EXTRAS-Add flavor to your pie with the following ...
Green Peppers

10c

15c

20c

25c

35c

Onions

10c

10c

15c

20c

25c

Chopped Olives (black)

10c

15c

20c

25c

30c

15c

20c

25c

30c

Olives (green)

___
__

10c

LI

Call in your
we’ll have it ready when

ii

gel

1,.rs

Dick Nonagon
Roger Suitor

Pizza Haven

210 North Fourth St.

10th & William

CT 7-5707

&

and discuss any phase
of our fraternity’s activities

the ship’s 84 permanent s’
hers who attempt to bring medical
education and care to backward
areas of the world.
A graduate of San lose State,
Mrs. DeLtiz SerVINI Kiln Inc U. S.
Artir. Medical Corps dorint, World
%Vas. II and is a mentntr of the

BLENDED MOZZARELLA
PIZZA SUPERIOR IN SIZE AND QUALITY
CHEESE, SPICES AND OUR OWN TOMATO SAUCE ON EACH PIE.

The

FRIDAY 1:00-5:00 p.m.
333 SOUTH 11th STREET

Mrs. Lawrencte
Irel.az, an
SJS home econonia-:
ictor,
left for filmy:guild Itatiador, on
Feb. 1 to join the permanent
tit:ether-11,11MM; 1VISPi tat stop, S. S.
I lope.
iii
v..11 1.

... where every pie is mode to your order!

..... Where the members make
the fraternity

NUR

Mrs. DeLuz in Ecuador With S.S. Hope

FINE FOOD

We Are An Independent
Social Fraternity

Spirit of Alpha Omega Rho is not something that we
can effectively put down in
Words. Only by coming over to our house, can
You see this spirit. Why not drop over

asking at the Spartan Daily office, J208, Monday through Friday from I:45 +0 4:20 p.m. It
contains information about how news releases
for Daily should be written and several do’s
and don’ts.

GOT IT MADE-Hiliary Goldwater, freshman
psychology major, has got it made-she’s just
found stacks of a special booklet prepared by
Spartan Daily for club publicity chairmen. The
booklet, entitled "How To Get It In Spartan
Daily," is free to publicity chairmen for the

Everything at 1/2 Price Tuesday & Wednesday

ALPHA OMEGA RHO?

..This is the oldest
local fraternity on campus
.......
ALPHA OMEGA RHO RUSH
THUR. & FRI. FEB. 13 & 14
1:00 - 5:00
333 SOUTH 11th STREET
_

IRPARTATf DATTN-711

GRAND OPENING

WHAT IS

In Our Membership We Stress
Quality Over Quantity
The Chapter Was Founded
In April 01 1961 By Seven
Students and Has A Total
Membership Of Twenty Five

1nr1

4 P.M. to 12 A.M.
PROVI ENT
MIJ’ILJAL

LIU E.

INARANCI COMPANY OF MAMMA

4 P.M. to 2 A.M.

Sun.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sat.

IMP1’

1.’...turuary

1) 511

1115 -.-SP %I: I 5%.

10

1961

Avoid Flunking

Try These Study Tips
NI SKI! 1 N.
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extended

again "
some

continents

Thyse

Administ rat I’ll

Pudding
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EXAM PREPARATION

lines

livartl in the grade
the

YA MEAN
ANOMER 5EINA.STER
OF ENLIH’A.

Pre

SIV4:11113,

yveitk.

are going to "handle" your you discover by studying the table hour, break again, and then change
instructors.
of contents of your textbooks and subjects.
Decide early that there is a point teviewing the green sheet for reIf you have a boring class, concentrate in spurts, too. Concentrate
for ten minutes, then take a day
dream break, and then concentrate hard again. It’s not the best
ay to attend class, hut it heats
wiydretunIng the whole lecture
,waY

you

:is

no

Lirarning how to prepare for
.,sants specifically, and how to take
ie.-As is important. This kind of
eail be approached scientifically, too. Remember your con.
eentration limitations, and organ.
ize your study time. Also learn
how to study classes differently;
that is, see history and literature in
iniivernents, flowing horizontally
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